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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are the microservice features?
A. Loosely coupled, independently deployable
B. Lightweight communication mechanism, usually HTTP/REST
interface
C. Separate process
D. Small size and focus on one thing
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the error message ''Your session appears to be in an
infinite loop'' usually caused by?
A. a problem with a custom component that is referenced in your
dialog flow
B. a component in a dialog flow state that references a
variable that has a value set while the dialog flow state
continues to transition
C. a problem with the Digital Assistant tenant
D. a missing keepTurn = true entry in the dialog flow
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a metro Wi-Fi design and deployment project, which task is
expected to require the most hours of work?
A. design review
B. physical installation
C. readiness workshop
D. deployment planning
Answer: B
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